Lyft and Amtrak partner to enable users to hail a Lyft inside Amtrak’s mobile application. The feature is intended to make it easier for travelers to get to and from Amtrak stations and includes a $5 discount on the first four rides taken by new Lyft users.

Uber Freight, which matches truck drivers with trucking jobs, expands from its initial market of Texas to areas in California, Arizona, Chicago, Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina. The app has been updated to recommend available loads based on a drivers’ history and will now suggest local hauls as well.

Los Angeles’ Metro Bike Share launches at the Port of Los Angeles with 13 stations and 120 bicycles in the area. At present, the system has 1,400 bikes total in Downtown L.A., Pasadena, and the Port of L.A. Metro plans to expand the system to Venice later this summer.

In Calgary, car2go begins transitioning their 500-vehicle fleet of mostly two-seater Smart Fortwo cars to include four-door 2017 Mercedes-Benz CLA and GLA vehicles as well. Over the coming year, the company’s Calgary fleet will move toward having 400 four-door vehicles and 200 two-seater vehicles.

Aurora Innovation receives a permit to test autonomous vehicles in the state of California. The secretive startup, founded by former Google, Tesla, and Uber veterans, has not yet released details of planned testing and is hoping to develop a ‘full-stack solution’ for autonomous vehicles.
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